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Introduction 
Let G be a semi-simple simply connected algebraic group over an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p>0. Let TCG be a maximal torus, B3 T a Borel 
subgroup of G, W = N(TI/T the Weyl group and Q 3 B a parabolic subgroup of G. 
The Schubert varieties in G/Q are defined to be the closures of the B-orbits in G/Q. 
It was proved by Hochster, Kempf, Laksov and Musili that Schubert varieties in 
Grassmannians are Cohen-Macaulay (cf. [-3, 5, 7, 10]). Seshadri and Musili proved 
that Schubert varieties in SL(n)/B are Cohen-Macaulay [-11], see also [1, 4, 6]. 
Finally Ramanathan proved the result in general [12, 13]. His methods made use of 
the ideas of Frobenius-splitting and compatible splitting introduced in I-8]. The 
other ingredients were the calculations of the canonical bundle of the standard 
resolutions of Schubert varieties introduced by Kempf, as well as the fact that there 
is a canonical splitting of G/B which compatibly splits all the Schubert varieties in 
G/B. He also needed the fact that if X is a union of a finite collection of Schubert 
varieties in G/B and L is any ample line bundle on G/B, then Hi(X, L) = 0 Vi > 0 and 
H~ L)--,,H~ L) is surjective. 
In this note we want to give a short proof that Schubert varieties in G/B are 
Cohen-Macaulay. Our proof is similar in spirit to the proof of normality of 
Schubert varieties given by us in [9]. We also make use of two simple lemmas. The 
first states that if ~: X--* Y is a birational map with a) X Frobenius-split and b) 
Hi(Xy, (gx~,) =0 Vi > 0 Vy E Y,, then Rin, (9 x = 0 Vi > 0 (here Xy denotes the scheme- 
theoretic fibre over y ~ Y). The second one states that if rc: X--* Y is a morphism of 
Frobenius-split schemes, with a) rc surjective with connected fibres and b) each 
component of Y is birationally dominated by some component of X, then 
~, (9 x = d~y. This is very similar to Lemma 1 of [9]. Finally, we make use of the 
calculation of the canonical bundles of the standard resolutions of Schubert 
varieties as carried out in [-12]. In Sect. I we recall these results and in Sect. II we 
prove the main result. 
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Let G, B and W be as in the introduction and let w ~ W. Let l(w) = i and write w as a 
product of reflections associated to the simple roots, w=s~s,~...s,,. Let 
X~=BwB/B be the corresponding Schubert variety in G/B. Put Pi=BuBs, ,B 
and let gi: G/B~ G/Pi be the corresponding PLfibration. Put w' = s~,s,~.., s ,_ ~, 
and X i_ 1 = Bw'B/B, a Schubert variety of codim 1 in X v Assume, by induction, 
that a surjective birational morphism rq_, :Z~_l~X~_ 1 has been constructed 
with 
1) Z~_ 1 smooth projective 
2) 3 i -  1 smooth subvarieties of Z i_ 1, intersecting transversally, whose union 
is denoted by OZi_ 1, s.t. rc i_ l(OZi_l)~-OXi _ 1,  where t3X~_ 1 is the union of the 
codimension 1 Schubert subvarieties of X~_ 1- Further, ~Z~_, = nF-tl(OX~ - 1). 
Then the standard resolution Z~ of X i is defined by the following Cartesian 
diagram 
Z i 
Z i -  1 
9 , ,Oi 
Mi ' Xi C G/B 
l gi 9 
, xi_l ~ g,(Xi) ( G/Pi, 
~i - I  i -  
where Mi---*X i_ t is the base-change of g~:X~g~(X~) and Zi~Z i_ t is the base- 
change of Mg~Xi_  r It is known (cf [5, 12]) that 
1) h-1: X~_ 1 ~gi(Xi) is birational with fibres either p ,  or a single point. 
2) 3 a section tri:Z i_ 1--*Zi such that f / -  I(0Z i_ a)u Gi(Z ~_ 1) is a collection of /  
smooth divisors in Zi intersecting transversally. 
3) Put fli : Mi - '~Xi  and ~t i : Z i-~ M i and 7zl = fli ~ ~i. Then Kz, 
=(_gz,(-dZi)| where L0 is the line bundle on G/B associated to the 
character = 1/2 sum of positive roots, and t3Z~ =f~- I(OZ~_ 1)ua~(Z~_ 1). Note that L 0 
is an ample line bundle on G/B. From this description of Kz, it follows that Z i is 
Frobenius-split and any sub-intersection f the divisors in aZ~ is compatibly split 
in Z i (cf. [8]). 
II 
We begin by proving the two Lemmas alluded to in the Introduction. 
Lemma 1. Let n:X---* Y be a projective birational map such that 
a) X is Frobenius-split. 
b) W(Xy, (9x ~=O Vi>O Vy~ Y, where X r is the scheme-theoretic f bre over 
y ~ Y. Then R'Tz,(~ x = 0 u > O. 
Proof Fix i>0. As the question is local on Y, we may assume that Y=SpecA, 
where A is a Noetherian local ring and R~rr,(Px is concentrated at the closed point 
_meSpecA, where m is the maximal ideal of A. Then RiTr,(Px=Hi(X, (~x) is a 
A-module of finite length, call it M. Then by the theorem on formal functions, 
M-~ lim H~(X,, (.0x.), where X, = X| for n > 0. The canonical map Hi(X, (gx) 
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~Hi (X , ,  (gx.) is injective for n >> 0. To see this, put K~ = ker Hi(X, (gx)~Hi(X,,  (gx.). 
Then K, is a decreasing sequence of submodules of the Artinian A-module M, 
hence ultimately stationary. Hence K~=0 Vn>>0, as M is isomorphic to 
FImH~(X~, (gx). Fix n >> 0 such that K n = 0. Then ]t >> 0, such that F t, the t-iterate of 
the Frobenius map F:X--- ,X,  has a factorization: 
X n ~ X 
1 
X.  ~ X .  
But U is injective on Hi(X, (gx) as X is Frobenius-split and Hi(Xl,(~x1)--;O by 
hypothesis, hence Ri~,  (gx = Hi(X, Cx) = O. 
Lemma 2. Let n : X -*  Y be a morphism between Frobenius-split schemes uch that 
a) n is proper and surjective with connected f ibres 
b) V components T of Y, 3 a component S of X such that nls : S ~ T is birational. 
Then n,(9 x = (9 r. 
Proof. By Stein-factorization, 3 a commutative diagram 
zc:X , Y 
Z 
with f .  (9 x = 6o z and g finite. This implies that Z is Frobenius-split and that g is a 
bijection. Hence Z and Y have the same number of components. Further, it follows 
from the hypothesis that each component of Z is birational to the corresponding 
component of Y. Since Y, Z are Frobenius plit, we get g is an isomorphism, hence 
7r, (~x = (~ r. 
Now let X i ( G/B be a Schubert variety of dim i, X i = BwB/B with l(w) = i. Let 
7ri: Z~X i be the standard resolution of X~. We have 
Proposition 3. RJzri , C z, = 0 Vj > O. 
Proof. We may assume, by induction on i, that the conclusion holds for smaller 
values of/. Hence RJTri_ 1 9 (gz,_, -- 0 Vj > 0. As the map t i_ 1 ~gi(Xi)  has fibres either 
p1 or a single point, we have RJ(t~_~ olr i_ l ) ,Cz,_,=0 Vj>0. As ZI- ,X~ is a flat 
base charge of Z i_ 1 -*gi(Xi), we get RJTri, (~z, = 0 Yj > O. 
Proposition 4. On aZi, we have HJ(~Zi, z~*L~) =0 Vj>0, Vk>0, where LQ is the line- 
bundle on X i C G/B associated to the half-sum of positive roots. 
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Proof Put OZi=R+S, where R=f / - l (aZ i _  1) and S=oi(Z~_ 1). We may assume, 
by induction, that HJ(Z,, n* Lke) = 0 Vj > O, Vk > 0 and Yt < i -  1. We prove the 
proposition in a series of claims: 
Claim 1. Rhq_ 1 9 O~z,_, = 0 Vj > 0 and lt~_ 1 9 C~z, _ ~ = (9~x, _ ,. 
Proof The first assertion follows from the Leray spectral sequence for the 
morphism ~_  ~ :BZ~_ z ~ BX~_ ~ along with the induction hypothesis. The second 
assertion follows from Lemma 2. 
Now put T = h-  t(dXi- 1) and 7" = g~- I(T). 
Claim 2. RJt~_l.((Pox~_~)=O Vj>0 and t~_x,((Pox,_~)=(gr. 
Proof The first assertion follows from Lemma 1 and the second from Lemma 2. 
Claim 3. RJ(ti_l o 7ti_ l).d~z,_l =0  Vj>0 and (ti_ 1 o/zi_ 1).(gzi_~ =(-fr- 
Proof This follows from Claim 2 and the Leray spectral sequence for t~_ 1 o ~t~_ ~. 
Now the map 7 h : R~ T is a fiat base-change of t~_ ~ o hi- t: OZ~_ 1 -~ T, hence 
Rqn.~R).(fiR=OVj>O and rq.(fiR=(9 t. For ~:S~Xi_~,  we already know 
Rqni/S).(gs=O Vj>0 and ni.Cs=Cx,_ c Hence we get HJ(R,L k) 
= Hi(S, L k) = 0 Vj > O, Vk > 0. Consider the sequence 
-~(5~z,~(fiR~ (fiS~(gR~S =(9oz ,_ ~ ~.  
Tensoring with LkQ, we get 
H~(Z,,Lk)=O vJj>=z, Vk>0. For j= l ,  we have H~ Lk)-,H~ k) 
surjective, as H~ Lk)-~H~ k) is already surjective Vk>0. Hence 
H~(OZi, L k) = 0 Vk > 0. This completes the proof of Proposition 4. 
Proposition 5. Xi is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Proof From [2, I I I ,  7.6], we only have to prove that Hi(Xi, Lr k) = 0 Vj < i, Vk ~ O. 
By the map rh'Zi-~X i and Proposition 3, we get HJ(Zi, ~c*L~k)=HJ(X~, L~). 
But HJ(Zi, n*L-~ k) =H i -~(Z~, (Pz,( - ~Zi)| 1). Tensoring 
0 ~ 0z,( - ~Zi)-* (gz, -~ (9oz, -~ 0 
with L~ -1 and noting that H~ Lk-1)-*H~ k-l) is onto Vk>0, we get 
that H'-i(Zi,(gz,(-~Zi)| Vj<i. Q.E.D. 
Remark i. Let rt : Z~X be the standard resolution of a Schubert variety X C G/B. If 
one could prove that H~(Xy, d~x,) = 0 Vi > 0 Vy ~ X (where X r is the fibre over y e X), 
then one could prove directly, along with Lemma 1, that X is Cohen-Macaulay. 
Remark 2, More generally, if there was a geometrical proof of Grauert- 
Riemannschneider vanishing for arbitrary smooth Frobenius-split varieties in 
char p, again it would follow that X is Cohen-Macaulay. 
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